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Introduction
CATDeFi may be a yield farming service that gives multiple
rewards at a time including USDT stable rewards. it's a
governance system that provides full control to the community.
those that stake governance token are rewarded for contributing
to the success of the project.
CATDeFi may be a thanks to make more crypto together with
your crypto. Every investor invests and stakes their crypto
within the CatDeFi platform they monthly get 2% of the entire
fee. it is a dual behavior therapy and multiple rewards
mechanisms make it more flexible and attractive.
From now onwards, CAT isn't only a token, it represents the
entire CATDeFi protocol during this paper.

What is CAT DeFi?
CatDeFi is a Staking and Yield Farming decentralized staking
platform that provides passive income to its investors by
distributing rewards to users according to the amount of token
staked and the retention time of the tokens on the staking
platform.
2% fee from each transaction is distributed amongst all holders.
The percentage received by holders is directly proportional to the
amount of token held in the wallet at the time of reward.
Every CAT holder automatically receives their share of the fee in
their eth wallet directly.
CatDeFi may be a next-generation yield farming service that
gives trustless vault options to form essential staking, locking for
both individual and enterprise. It's being inbuilt an already
environment to migrate in future possibilities to enhance the
service. it is a complete solution for your decentralized financial
investment at your fingertip. It
connects with all the leading DeFi protocol to bring freedom and
never limits your reach.

What is Yield Farming?
Yield farming, also referred to as liquidity mining, is a way to
generate rewards with cryptocurrency holdings. In simple terms,
it means locking up cryptocurrencies and getting rewards.
In some sense, yield farming can be paralleled with staking.
However, there’s a lot of complexity going on in the background.
In many cases, it works with users called liquidity providers (LP)
that add funds to liquidity pools.
What is a liquidity pool? It’s basically a smart contract that
contains funds. In return for providing liquidity to the pool, LPs
get a reward. That reward may come from fees generated by the
underlying DeFi platform, or some other source.
Some liquidity pools pay their rewards in multiple tokens. Those
reward tokens then may be deposited to other liquidity pools to
earn rewards there, and so on. You can already see how
incredibly complex strategies can emerge quite quickly. But the
basic idea is that a liquidity provider deposits funds into a liquidity
pool and earns rewards in return.
Yield farming is typically done using ERC-20 tokens on Ethereum,
and the rewards are usually also a type of ERC-20 token. This,
however, may change in the future. Why? For now, much of this
activity is happening in the Ethereum ecosystem.

CAT Yield farming platforms and
protocols
How are you able to earn these yield farming rewards? Well,
there isn’t a group thanks to do yield farming. In fact, yield
farming strategies may change by the hour. Each platform and
strategy will have its own rules and risks. If you would like to
urge started with yield farming, you want to get conversant in
how decentralized liquidity protocols work.
We already know the essential idea. You deposit funds into a
sensible contract and earn rewards reciprocally . But the
implementations can vary greatly. As such, it’s generally not an
excellent idea to blindly deposit your hard-earned funds and
hope for top returns. As a basic rule of risk management, you
would like to be ready to remain on top of things of your
investment.

CAT DeFi Features
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Yield Farming
Staking
Own Liquidity Pool
Uniswap Liquidity
Governance
Lending
Add More Feature Soon…

Staking.
Staking is that the process of actively participating in transaction
validation (similar to mining) on a proof-of-stake (PoS)
blockchain. On these blockchains, anyone with a minimumrequired balance of a selected cryptocurrency can validate
transactions and earn Staking rewards.

Own Liquidity Pool
Cat DeFi is own liquidity pool like uniswap interface
launching in march.

Uniswap Liquidity
CATDeFi will add locked liquidity for 365 days with the
option to extend by community votes. The vault is designed
to make long term economic success for the investors.
The liquidity amount depends on the raised funds. It will
use 90% of its funds from the presale in the CAT=ETH pairs.

Governance
CAT DeFi governance token designed with 30 million total
supply. CatDefi has two presales. Users who add liquidity or
stakes within the ETH+USDT farming get CAT token reward.
monthly until max capped. it'll directly be listed in centralized
and decentralized exchanges at a price of above $1.
2% fee from each transaction is distributed amongst all
holders. The percentage received by holders is directly
proportional to the amount of token held in the wallet at the
time of reward.
Every CAT holder automatically receives their share of the fee
in their eth wallet directly.

Lending.
Unlike bank loans, anyone can become a lender in decentralized
finance. CATDeFi makes this feature even easier and takes at
the user's fingertip. Using smart contracts collateralized loans
are available at a competitive charge on CATDeFi platform. it is a
thanks to earn interest on crypto assets anonymously. The
lender can choose their interest percent ranging from eight.
Borrowing requires a minimum 140% collateral. there's a 2% fee
for the platform when repaying the loan or gets liquidated.
Generated fees are distributed to CATDeFi stakes.

Token Sale
CatDeFi is a Staking and Yield Farming decentralized staking
platform that provides passive income to its investors.
You
can
buy
CatDeFi
token
https://www.catdefi.org/#tokensale

on

its

Website:

Token Information
CatDeFi is a Staking and Yield Farming decentralized staking
platform.
CatDeFi team plans to process CAT tokens on top exchanges as
soon as Possible
After Presales are End. New exchange Listings on Uniswap,
Binance, Houbi, and Many more.
Total Supply – 30 Million CatDeFi Tokens
SoftCap – 1.5$ Million
HardCap – 20$ Million
Marketing – 9%
Development – 13%
Presale – 35%
Bounty & Airdrop – 12%
Crowd Sale – 13%

RoadMap

